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ELECI'RICAL MACHINESII ELR 232-6

Course Name Course Number

PHILOSOPHY/OOALS:

Tb provide a thorough understanding of the characteristics, operation and perform-
ance of DC and AC machines and transformers.

METHODOF ASSESSMENT'(GRADING METHOD):

1. Written tests will be conducted at regular intervals.

2. Grading: A - 80
B - 66
C - 55
R - less

100%
79%
65%

than 55%

3. 70% of course mark is based on theory tests, 30% of the course mark is on
laboratory exercises.

TEXTBOOKS:

Rotating Machines and Transformers Technology by Richardson, Reston Publishers



Topi..cs Periods

Theory Lab
Description

1 2 0 DC Machine Construction

a) mechanical

b) armature windings
c) commutation
d) armature reaction

e) armature reactance

f) magnetic circuit

2 4 3 DC Generator Characteristics

a) separately excited
b) shunt excited
c) series excited

d) compound

~) paralleliag

3 4 6 DC Motor Characteristics

a) torque and power

b) torque, development and measurement

c) back emf, armature power, equilibrium
motor speed

d) shunt motor

e) series motor

f) compound motor
g) motor starting requirements

4 2 3 Efficiency (DC Machines)

a) types of losses

b) relationship between fixed and variable
losses

c) loss tests

d) temperature effects

5 6 6 DC Motor Control

a) starting, stopping, reversing, speed an
normal running requirements

b) manual starters and controllers

c) magnetic starters and controllers

d) reversing techniques

e) plugging

f) dynamic braking

g) regenerative braking
h) speed control, armature and field contI

6 2 o DC Machine Selection

a) shaft power

b) speed rating
c) frame size

d) speed classifications
e) duty cycle
f) ambient temperature

g) voltage & current ratings

h) enclosures



Topk Periods

Theory Lab

Description

7 8 3 Synchronous Machines

a) Physical construction

b) windings

c) frequency-po1e-speed relationship

d) voltage, pitch factor, distribution
factor

e) regulation, lagging, unity and leading
power factors

f) synchronous impedance

g) paralleling and parallel operation

8 8 6 Transformers

a) functions and types
b) construction

c) ideal transformer, transformation ratios

d) practical transformer

e) equivalent circuits ·

f) primary and secondary phasors

g) regulation, unity, lagging and leading

power factors
h) open and short circuit tests
i) efficiency

j) single and three-phase winding connectio

k) polarity and voltage tests
1) autotransformer

m) instrument transformers

n) parallel operation

.
.

9 8 9 Po1Y2hase Induction Motor

a) construction, squirrel cage and wound
rotor

b) polyphase rotating magnetic field

c) torque production

d) slip
e) tests, no-load, blocked rotor

f) performance, rotor current and power,

torque (maximum, starting and rated)

g) NEMA classifications
h) wound rotor characteristics

i) speed control, pole changing, variable
frequency, rotor resistance

j) efficiency

10 4 3 Synchronous Motor

a) construction

b) starting

c) power factor control
d) Vee curves

e) synchronous capacitor

f) efficiency

11 4 3 Sin&le Phase Motors

a) starting methods



----

Topic Periods
Theory Lab

Description

b) torque

c) double revolving field
d) rotor cross field

e) resistance split-phase motors

f) capacitor start

g) capacitor start, capacitor run

h) permanent split capacitor
i) split phase motor characteristics

j) efficiency
k) shaded pole, synchronous, hysteresi;"

reluctance and universal motors

12 8 6 AC Motor Control and Application

a) across-the-line starters

b) reduced voltage starters

c) reversing controllers
d) wound rotor induction motor starters

e) plugging, jogging, braking

f) speed control, pole changing, two

windings, variable frequency
g) shaft power

h) speed rating
i) frame size

j) speed classification
k) duty cycle

1) temperature

m) voltage and current ratings
n) enclosures

..



EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Cours~: ELR 232-6 Electrical Machines

1. Specific Objectives:

Specific objectives (S.O.'s) wi 1 I be assigned.

2. Test~.:

Approximately four
during the semester.
cIne l eek in ad~Jarlce

wit h \:IUt n c'tic e .

(4) 1 hCrur' tests "'Jill be
Students wi 11 be advised at
clf a., test. c;!uizZe~, may be

g i 'v'erl

least

g iI,!e-n

3. Laboratory:

Student~, will be ~.ut,je-cttc, cord:i nuou:. e-~!al uat i c.n i rl

the 1abor'a..tor:;.', with emph~.sis on skill in the use elf
tools and test eQuipment, work habits, safety practices
and co-operation.

Each student shall maintain a laboratory logbook which
will be ~.~Jailable for marking lcek1>'. Correct u:.e of
the Engli:.h language .~nd neatness "'Jill also be
evaluated.

4. Gr.ading:

Grades will be assigned as follows:

A
B
C

80
66
55

100/;
79%
65'/.

T~,o? gr'ading (I,lill t,e di:.tr'ibute-d a:. follc'~~I=. : 70;.'; f,:.r'

the-ory,30% for laboratory. To achieve an overall g~ade
a passing grade in theory and laboratory must be
ach ie~Jed.

Students lith a firlal grade betweerl 56 arid 55% ma>' at
the discretion of the in:.tr'uctor :.it a final three (3)
hour examination covering the whole cours., the maximum
marK that can be achieved is 55%.

Students witn a grade less than 50% will be assigned an
R.



ELECTRICAL ~~CHINE5 II

ELR 2&~-6

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

BLOCK I: DC Machine Construction

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. recall and apply:

a) Faraday's Law of Induction
b) Fleming's Relationships
c) Lenz's Law
d) The generated voltage equation:

~Z5P _d
E = 60a x 10 volts (E) or

e) The force acting on a conductor is:

E = ~ZwP volts (51)2~a
7

F = BIL x 10- 'lbs. (E) or1.13

F = BIt newtons (SI)

2. Recall and explain:

a) the construction and function of the parts of a dc machine.

b) the application and configurations of lap, wave and frog-log windings.

c) the purpose of multielement and multiplex armature coils.

d) Commutation, brush neutral.

'e) armature reaction and reduction methods.

f) armature reactance and reduction methods.

g) the requirements of the magnetic circuit.

BLOCK II: DC Generator Characteristics

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall and explain with the aid of schematics and/or graphs:

a) the open circuit magnetization curve of a generator.
b) the four factors affecting the build-up of voltageby a self excitedgener~t
c) the connectionsof a shunt generator,and recall and be able to apply:

and



Percent regulation =
E - V
g t
V x 100t

d) The ext2~nal characteristics of a shunt g:ne~~tor

e) the COllnectiocs of a series generator, and recall"and be able to apply:

f) the
g) the
h) the
i) the
j) ISE

external characteristic of a series generator.

connectio~s of a sompound generator, short and long shunt
effe~tb of cumulative, flat and differential cO~younding.

exter~:ll charact~ristic of compound generator configurations.

= 1a.+ If = 11 (Short Shunt)

k) the need £0r parallel operation.

1) the requirements for paralleling.

BLOCK III: DC Motors

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, explain and utilize as appropriate:

a) the relatjc~ship between torque and power and be able to apply:

2 FDS TS .

hp = 33,006 = 5252:1 (E)

or
_3 _3

kW = fdw x 10 = tW x 10 (51)

b) the torque produced by the armature is:
_7

T = BlaLZ(% cov)D x 10
1.13 a

ft-lbs (E)

or

t = Bla1Z(% cov)d N-m (51)
a

c) th~ prony brake rnethodof torque :neasurcr.lenr:.
d) the production ~~d effects or back emf and that:

v - E =.1 Ra c a a
and

..,

= Vala - 1a~Ra

e) th~tt the deve,oped armature power is:

f) that E = KcI>Sc (E)

(51)

- -- -



s = v!
Kt (E)

or

f) the connections, speed and torque versus output characteristics of a
shunt motor, and:

T = C~la (E)

or

t - c~Ia (SI)

and percent speed regulation is:

(E)

(51)

g) the connections, speed and torque versus output characterlstics of a
series motor, and:

5 - (E)

or

W- (51)

and

(E)

(51)

h) the connections,
cumulatively and

speed and torque versus output characteristics of
differentially compounded motors, and:

Va - la (Ra + R5E)
5 = K~ + KK11 (E)sh - a

or Va - Ia (Ra + RSE)
'IN = 1

k4>sh :!; kk Ia
(SI)

S - Sf
x 100nt 1

Sft

or
W - wfR.

x 100
nt

wft



(E)

(SI)

i) the req\'.:rcments and reasons for reduced voltage st.:,':':'6and be chle
to calcu:ace required starting resistances.

j) the requirements and methods of reversing de motors.

BLOCK IV: Effi~i~ncy of DC Machines

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, expJain and utilize as appropriate:

a) the basic efficiency relationships:

OlltP'Jt x 100%
T'\=a input

input-- ~ losses x 100%
.. input

.. output
output + E losses x 100%

b) the distribution of losses in dc generato.s and motors ~nd calculate
efficiencies from observed data.

BLOCK V: DC Noter Control

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, explain, connect and trouble-shoot with the aid or schematic J~~gr~':s.

as appropriate.

a) the starting, stopping, reversing, normal running, 5pe~d control, and
safety requirements of dc motors.

b) three-point and four-point namual faceplate starters.

c) th~ comparative advantages and disadvantages of autcmatic versus manual
starters.

d) definite time acceleration starters, with: 1) time-delay relays
2) time-del~y contactors

3) timed to open relays
4) mecha~ical timing

e) current limit acceleration starters, with: 1) counter emf relays

2) holding coil relays

3) series relays
. 4) holdj ng coil and voltage. CI Cr'

starten,

- ----

and
T = Csh Ia : cClIa2

+ cumulative

t = csh Ia : cclIai- differenti:



."'.."
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f) reversing control, plugging reverse control.
g) retardation, dynamic and regenerative braking

h) stopping, electric brakes

i) jogging

j) the four methods of dc motor speed control: 1) iield contr~l

2) armature resistance control

3) series and shunt armature
resist~nce control

4) armature voltage control

BLOCK VI: DC Machine Selection

At the end of this block the s"tudent shall be able to:

1. Recall and explain the following factors used in motor application:

a) shaft power in or out in hp or kW
b) driven load characteristics

c) speed rating
d) frame size

e) speed classifications

f) duty cycle and compute rms hp
g) ambient temperature effects

h) allowabletemperaturevise
i) voltage and current ratings
j) enclosure types
k) maintenance factors

BLOCK VII: Synchronous Generators

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall and explain with the aid of sketches as appropriate:

a) the reasons for and the physical construction of salient pole and

cylindrical rotor attenuators.

b) attenuator windings, chording, coil group connections and winding distributior

c) the pole-speed-frequency relations:

d) the basic generated voltage is:

EAV/PP = 4~Nnf x 10-8 volts (E)

= 4~Nnf volts (SI)
,-

e) the pitch factor is kp - sin (p/2) and the distribution factor is:

k '"' sin(noC/2)
d n sin{o<./2)

and that the complete pole-phase group voltage is:

Egpp .. 4.44~Nnf kp kd x lO-8vol~
.. 4.44~Nnf kp kd volts

(E)
(51)

PS
(E)

f .. TIC Hz

f '"' Pw Hz (51)
4'1f



f) the effects of load pOwer factor upon the terminal voltage.

g) the percent voltage regulation is:

x 100

where

Lagging P.F.

= I (V cosS + I R )2 + (V sinS + I X )7.P aa P as

} Leading P.F.

h) how to measure per phase resistance and synchronous impedance.
i) the reasons and advantages of paralleling attenuators.

j) the requirements for parallel operntion and synchronizing prucedures.
k) Phase sequence matching by: 1) dark lamp method

2) bright lamp method

3) two bright, one dark mCLhod
4) synchroscope

BLOCK VIII: Transformers

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, explain and utilize as appropriate:

a) the physical construction of power and distribution transformers and
discuss the relative merits of core and shell type transformerE.

E 4.44 f ~sin N x lO-Svolts (E)

= 4.44 f ~sin N volts (SI)

e) with the aid of phasors, describe ~he operation of a loaded transform~r and

carry out the necessary calculati.-~.

b) with the aid of phasor diagrams the principle of operation of the ideal
transformer. V N I

c) calculations involving the transformation ratio: 0(= -1.= =
V2 N2 11

d) the general voltage equation of the ideal transformer is:



f) use reflected impedances and equivalent circuits to calculate performance
under varying power factor load conditions.

g) the procedures for open and short circuit testing and use the observed

data to determine losses, voltage drops, regulation and efficiency.

h) typical distribution tr~nsiormer connect~ons~

i) how to identify coils and carry out polarity and voltage tests.

j) the three principle types of autotransformers and that the power
transferred is:

and p - P2 - Pcon tr

and the applications and disadvantages of autotransformers.

k) the function and precautions that must be exercised in using instrument
transformers.

1) the requirements for parallel operation of transformers.

m) the relative advantages and requirements of using single-phase transformers
in 3-phase applications.

n) the standard three-phase transformer connections, namely: 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Wye-Wye
Delta-Delta

Wye-Delta
Delta-Wye
Open delta
Scott Tee

BLOCK IX: Polyphase Induction Motors

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, explain and utilize as appropriate:

a) the physical construction of the squirrel cage induction motor (scim) and
the wound rotor induction motor (wrim).

b) the production of a rotating magnetic field.

c) the production of torque and be able to apply:

S .. 20f
. p rpm (E)

or w .. 4'11'£
p rads/sec. (S1)

and

or

or

and

o = synchronous speed - rotor speed
synchronous speed

= S-Sr x 100% (E)
.S

.. "!:!J: x 100% (51)
10."

l20f
(E)5r .. S(l-s) = (p--) (l-s)

wr = w(l-s) = (4'11'f)(1-5) (51)p .

£r .. of



d) to be a~le to carry out on wrims and scims, no-load. h:2cked rotor,
stator rcsista~ce and load tests and use the resu]t~ c0 determine the

machine perfcnnance in terms of starting torque, maxiI:.U." ::orque and effi,.ie:1<=::.

e) NE}~ speed-torque characteristics of scims and their ~pplication to

varying load requirements.

f) the four major advantages of a wrim using external rot~r resistance.

g) the three principle methods of speed control of scims.

BLOCK X: Synch~onous Motor

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

1. Recall, explain and utilize as appropriate:

a) the
b) the
c) the
d) the
e) the
f) how

out
g) the

construction of synchronous motors

produc::ion of torque
method~ of starting synchronous motors.

use of a synchronous motor as a variable po~er factor source.
relationships bet~~en armature current and power factor versus field currE~:
to obtain V-curves and det~rmine motor efficienc.y by testing and carr~

calculations involving these results.

operating characteristic curves.

BLOCK XI: Sir.gle Phase Motors

At the end of this block the student shall be able to:

L Recall and explain with the aid of schematics and phasors as app:-op: ':

a) the reasons why single-phase induction motors are not self-starting.

b) the production of starting torque and running torque in terms of che double
revolving field and rotor cross field theories.

c) the operating principles, connections, characteristics and reversing connectio,
of the following single-phase induction motors 1) ref.;Lstance split-phas~ ::Jot c~:'.

2) capacitor start motors
3) capacitor start, capacitor ~t

motors .

4) perm~nent split capacitor mo:

d) the testing methods to determine single-phase motor efficiencies.

e) the operating principles, connections, characteristi.cs ~nd reversing
connections of the following single-phase motors: 1) shaded pole

2) reluctance-start
3) reluctance h
4) L . sync ronous

;IYDteres~s

5) subsynch~.anous

6) universal

BLOCK XII: AC Motor Starting and Control

At the end of this block the student shall be abl~ to:

1. Recall, explain and trouble-shoot with the aid of schematjcs the following type~

of polyphase motor controls:

--



a) reversing a~d non-reversing full voltage starters.

b) rever.sing and non-reversing reduced voltage starter types: 1) line n:s13t.:>.~h:-
2) line reactanc2

3) auto trans:'>_.:::-"

4) Wye-Del::a
5) wound !'ot:)r

c) the uSe of plugging, jogging, retarding and stopping techniques.
d) speed c0ntrol methods: 1) consequent pole (constant torque, constant horse

pOwer and variable torque)

2) two winding stators
3) variable frequency

e) the factors affecting ac motor selection: 1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

shaft power

speed rating
frame size

speed classification

duty cycle

temperature effects
voltage and current ratings
enclosures


